THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS AND FLOW IN LEARNING
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Abstract: The aim of the study is to assess the relationship between executive functions and flow experiences in learning. Female college students assessed their flow in learning activities and performed phonemic verbal fluency task (PVF) and a lexical Stroop task. Flow in learning was associated with performance on the PVF task, but not with the lexical Stroop task. In addition, flow in learning mediated the effects of verbal fluency performance on the Grade Point Average (GPA), while inhibition and controlled selective attention measured by the lexical Stroop test had direct effects on the GPA. Results suggested that the better executive functions embodied in verbal fluency task are cognitive correlates of flow. The results are also in line with the neurobiological model of flow pointing to brain regions that are suggested to be involved in language processing and the prefrontal brain region.
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Introduction

Flow is a highly enjoyable, optimal psychological state people feel when they are so focused on a task that it amounts to complete absorption in an activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). The essential component of flow is the centring of attention on a limited stimulus field with the exclusion of distractions from consciousness (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). According to Csikszentmihalyi (1997), any activity can produce flow as long as there is a balance between the challenging task, which demands intense concentration and commitment, and one’s skill level. Flow was found to be related to higher levels of well-being (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990; 1997; Hunter & Csikszentmihalyi, 2003) and higher achievement (e.g., Bakker, 2008; Jackson, Thomas, Marsh, & Smethurst, 2001). In the educational context, flow was found to be associated with higher levels of commitment to education and progress through the school curriculum (Carli, Delle Fave, & Massimini, 1988; Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993), and higher academic achievement at college (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008; Engeser, Rheinberg, Vollmeyer, & Bischoff, 2005).
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Although there is a lot of research on psychological correlates, studies on biological and neuropsychological correlates of flow have been rare (for a review, see Peifer, 2012). Flow has been found to correlate with cardiovascular, respiratory and EMG measures (de Manzano, Theorell, Harmat, & Ullen, 2010; Gaggioli, Cipresso, Serino, & Riva, 2013), suggesting relative sympathetic enhancement during flow. Electromyography studies found that flow is associated with increased activity in zygomatic major muscle (indicator of positive affect, controls smiling, Larsen, Norris, & Cacioppo, 2003) (de Manzano et al., 2010) and decreased activity in corrugator supercili (indicator of negative affect, controls frowns) (Kivikangas, 2006), suggesting a positive valence of emotion during flow, i.e. enjoyment. Neural correlates of experimentally induced flow during arithmetic calculation (as indexed by cerebral blood flow activity) includes both increased activity in the left putamen, the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and posterior cortical regions, and decreased neural activity during flow in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and left amygdala (Ulrich, Keller, Hoenig, Waller, & Groen, 2014). Changes in neural activity in left IFG and left amygdala were correlated with subjectively experienced flow. The authors suggested that an increase of neural activity in the putamen possibly reflects increased outcome probability, and those in the left IFG might reflect a deeper sense of cognitive control. Decrease of neural activity in MPFC was attributed to decreased self-referential processing and decrease of neural activity in amygdala was considered to reflect positive emotionality during flow (Ulrich et al., 2014).

Overall, studies have pointed to the importance of studying the biological correlates of flow. However, there is no published study investigating the association between flow and neuropsychological cognitive functions, which are considered to be measures of brain functions and may underlie flow experience. Especially interesting are cognitive control processes that regulate thought and behavior, known under the term executive functions (EF). Executive functions are considered to be a set of correlated but separable control processes that regulate lower-level cognitive processes in support of goal-directed behavior (Friedman et al., 2008). Although conceptualizations vary regarding what components of executive functions might be, most frequently EF include: inhibition of automatic, or prepotent response; updating working memory representations, shifting/switching between tasks or mental sets (Friedman et al., 2008); but also include sustained and selective attention (Alvarez & Emory, 2006), and dual-tasking (Logie, Cocchini, Della Sala, & Baddeley, 2004), among others. From the point of neuropsychology, experiencing flow in an activity implies that several EF are involved: the ability to concentrate on the task and to sustain deep focus on it while excluding distractions, the inhibition of response to irrelevant stimuli, self-regulation, mental flexibility, control processes for co-ordinating and adjusting goal-directed behaviors which enable the control of performance according to the criteria given, and the smooth performance associated with flow.

The phonemic or letter verbal fluency (VF) task is a longstanding and widely used neuropsychological measure of executive functioning (e.g., Henry & Crawford, 2004; Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1997) that requires the generation of words starting with a given letter cue (Benton, Hamsher, & Sivan, 1994;
Indefrey & Levelt, 2000; Lezak, Howieson, Bigler, & Tranel, 2012). VF is thought to impose considerable cognitive demands consistent with most definitions of executive functioning and is therefore considered to be the valid measure of EF (Alvarez & Emory, 2006; Henry & Crawford, 2004). The task requires self-initiated retrieval and efficient organization of verbal retrieval and recall, self-monitoring aspects of cognition (the participant must keep track of responses already given), and inhibition of responses when appropriate (suppression of the habitual behavior of using words in a manner related to their meaning) (Perret, 1974). It also requires cognitive flexibility, or ability to create and change search strategies based primarily on lexical representations—in order to be efficient in memory retrieval, a person must flexibly shift from one strategy of retrieval (e.g., animals with first letter „p‟) to another (e.g., switching to retrieval of nouns with the starting letters “po”, then „pi”, etc).

Persons with frontal lobe damage, especially left lobe, showed impaired phonemic VF (e.g., Troyer, Moscovitch, Winocur, Alexander, & Struss, 1998). Neuroimaging studies of VF on healthy participants done by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have consistently found the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) as the main neural region activated by the phonological VF task. Other regions included in the neural network involve the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the middle (left) prefrontal cortex (PFC), lateral temporal cortex, insula, precuneus, and cerebellum (Baldo, Schwartz, Wilkins, & Dronkers, 2006; Costafreda, David, & Brammer, 2009; Friedman et al., 1998; Fu et al., 2002; Lurito, Karetan, Lowe, Chen, & Mathews, 2000; Schlösser et al., 1998).

Another popular EF measure is the Stroop test (Stroop, 1935), which measures inhibitory cognitive control and selective attention by assessing the ease with which a person can keep a goal in mind and suppress a habitual response in favor of a less familiar one (Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006). It is regarded as a measure of effectiveness of focused attention and also as a test of EF because of the inhibitory control which it requires (Lezak et al., 2012, p. 416). The stimuli in the test are either congruent or incongruent. For example, in the color Stroop test the word “BLUE” is displayed in the ink color blue or red (congruent or incongruent, respectively) and a participant is asked to name the ink color of a color word. In the incongruent condition, the person experiences interference because of the conflict between two attributes of the same stimulus, thus leading to slower reaction time to the incongruent stimuli. The effect is a robust one and was named the Stroop effect. Stroop lesion studies showed that the performance is sensitive to lateral and superior medial lesions of the frontal lobes (reviewed in Alvarez & Emory, 2006). Neuroimaging studies suggested that Stroop test activates a neural network of both frontal and non-frontal regions: inferior frontal cortex, parietal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingulate and motor and premotor regions (for review see Alvarez & Emory, 2006). Based on the event-related potential and fMRI studies, Carter and van Veen (2007) proposed that the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has a prominent and specific role in cognitive control as a conflict monitor, i.e. to detect conflict between simultaneously active, competing representations and to engage the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to resolve such conflict.
The Current Study

Based on the involvement of executive processes in flow, we propose that a positive correlation between the indicators of EF and flow may be expected (Hypothesis 1). To measure aspects of EF, two commonly used neuropsychological tests were applied: the phonetic VF task (Lezak et al., 2012) and the letter Stroop task (Ravnkilde, Videbech, Rosenberg, Giedde, & Gade, 2002). Both tasks are in the verbal domain, since we were specifically interested in flow in learning, and academic activities providing opportunities for experiencing flow in learning are mainly of a verbal type, i.e. they involve language.

Given that flow is supposed to facilitate academic achievement (Csikzentmihaly et al., 1993; Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008), it was expected that flow in learning would be positively related to academic achievement measured as grade point average (GPA) (Hypothesis 2). There is also strong evidence that executive functioning contributes to academic achievement (e.g., Best, Miller, & Naglieri, 2011). However, no study has investigated the relationship between EF, flow and academic achievement. Based on the idea that advanced executive functioning may be relevant both to experiencing flow and better academic achievement, we propose that flow in learning mediates the relationship between advanced EF and higher academic achievement (Hypothesis 3).

Based on the above, the following hypotheses were tested:

H1: Indicators of executive functions, verbal fluency performance and Stroop test performance will be positively associated with flow experience in learning;

H2: Flow experiences in learning will be positively related to GPA;

H3: Flow experiences in learning will mediate the expected relationship between executive functions (as measured by verbal fluency and Stroop task) and GPA.

Previous studies found gender differences in respect to VF and verbal abilities (Gauthier, Duyme, Zanca, & Capron, 2009; Halpern, 1994) with women scoring higher than men, and also found gender differences in cerebral activation associated with covert VF task (Gauthier et al., 2009), emphasizing the need to consider sex in studies of VF. Also, there are age and education effects on phonemic VF (Pendleton, Heaton, Lehman, & Hulihan, 1982; Zimmermann, Parente, Joanette, & Fonseca, 2014), although some studies did not reveal age effect on VF in adult population (e.g., Cauthen, 1978; Cohen, 2000). To control for these factors, the participants of the same sex, age, and education level were included in the study.

Method

Participants and Procedure

The sample comprised 87 female students from the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Teacher Education, aged from 19 to 23 years, with a mean age of 20 years (M = 19.92; SD = 0.63), all of them Croatian native speakers. They participated voluntarily and anonymously during the regular course in psychology.

Measures

1. Flow scale. Flow scale was used for measuring the quality of flow experience in learning activities. The respondents rated their
subjective experience while engaged in learning activities, using a 12-item Likert-like scale developed by Mayers (1978; as cited in Delle Fave & Massimini, 1988). The flow scale measures the theory-based components of flow experience on an 8-point scale, ranging from 1 (“do not agree at all”) to 8 (“completely agree”). The questionnaire was administered in Croatian language form, using the standard back translation strategy (Hambleton, 1994).

2. Written verbal fluency task. The subjects were first instructed to write as many words as possible that begin with the letter “P” within 3 minutes, and after that they were required to write as many words as they can recall that begin with the letter “S” within next 3 minutes. The VF test with letters “P” and “S” is usually used in Croatia, because of the frequency of the words with these letters (Momirović & Kovačević, 1970). The score is the number of the correct admissible words generated for the two letters (ΣPS; for each letter the result is a total number of responses minus repetitions and inappropriate responses such as the same word with a different suffix, or words that do not begin with the target letter).

3. Lexical version of the Stroop test. The lexical version of the Stroop test (Rimac, Žebec, & Jurić, 2006) consists of 232 words, out of which fifty percent are the words “big” and fifty percent are the words “small”. Fifty percent of the words are written in uppercase letters (e.g., “BIG” and “SMALL”) and the rest in lowercase letters (e.g., “big” and “small”), and their semantic contents and position are random on the lines and the pages. The participants’ task was to cross out as many of the total words “small” and “SMALL”, regardless of the upper case or lower case letters. The subjects were also instructed not to skip words or lines, and the duration of the task was one minute. The test has proven to have good validity (Rimac et al., 2006). The number of words crossed out correctly was used as a test result.

4. Academic achievement. Academic achievement was measured by self-reported GPA. GPA has been shown to be a relatively reliable indicator of student academic achievement (see Nofle & Robins, 2007).

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Associations Among Study Variables

Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations among study variables are displayed

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and zero-order Pearson correlation coefficients among study variables (N = 87)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(01) Flow in learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(02) Verbal fluency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.332**</td>
<td>-.040</td>
<td>.326**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(03) Lexical Stroop test</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.303**</td>
<td>.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(04) GPA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.2344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(11.83)</td>
<td>(13.0)</td>
<td>(12.26)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>28-89</td>
<td>38-94</td>
<td>62-115</td>
<td>3.0-4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01
in Table 1. As predicted, verbal fluency was significantly correlated with reported flow in learning \((r = 0.332, p < .01)\). Correlations between VF and each item of the flow scales were also inspected, since the items describe different components of flow experience. Significant negative correlations were found with items 7 \((I \text{ get bored}, r = -0.203, p < .05)\) and 8 \((I \text{ have to make an effort to keep my mind on what is happening}, r = -0.319, p < .01)\) and positive correlations with items 9 \((I \text{ would do it even if I didn’t have to}, r = 0.269, p < .01)\) and 12 \((I \text{ enjoy the experience, and/or the use of my skills}, r = 0.246, p < .05)\).

It seems that verbal fluency is associated with specific flow components, effortless concentration and resulting enjoyment in the activity. The result in the lexical Stroop test was not significantly correlated with flow in learning. Therefore, the results partially supported Hypothesis 1, in so far as the VF was used as a measure of executive functions.

In line with Hypothesis 2, GPA correlated positively with flow in learning \((r = 0.326, p < .01)\). Interestingly, GPA correlated with the lexical Stroop task \((r = 0.234, p < .05)\), but not with the VF task \((p > .05)\). A regression analysis with flow in learning, verbal fluency and the lexical Stroop, entered as predictors of GPA, showed that a 17% variance of GPA can be explained, with the lexical Stroop and flow in learning being significant predictors \((\beta = 0.262, p < 0.05; \beta = p < 0.01, \text{respectively})\).

**Mediating Effects of Flow**

The mediating role of flow in learning in the relationship between different aspects of executive functions (measured by VF task and Stroop task) and GPA was tested using the SPSS macro, PROCESS (Hayes, 2012). The macro provides an estimate of the indirect effect in the population by resampling the dataset k-times (we repeated the bootstrap process 5,000 times). An estimate is considered statistically significant if its 95% confidence interval (CI) does not include zero.

While controlling for the Stroop result, the direct effect of verbal fluency on GPA was not statistically different from zero \((p > 0.70)\), but the indirect effect was positive and statistically different from zero, as evidenced by a 95% bias-corrected bootstrap CI that was entirely above zero \((0.0013 \text{ to } 0.0067)\). On the other hand, while controlling for verbal fluency, the Stroop test performance demonstrated direct effect on GPA, while indirect effect was not statistically different from zero, as evidenced by a 95% bias-corrected bootstrap CI that included zero \((-0.0040 \text{ to } 0.0002)\). In summary, higher phonetic verbal fluency, but not Stroop performance, influenced GPA indirectly through flow experiences in learning. In addition, better Stroop performance, but not verbal fluency, had direct effects on GPA. Thus, the results are partially in line with Hypothesis 3, showing the mediating role of flow in learning in the relationship between the EF as measured by VF task (but not as measured by Stroop task), and GPA.

**Discussion**

The main aim of this study was to investigate the relationship among executive functions, flow in learning, and GPA. Phonetic verbal fluency (PVF) task and Stroop task were used for measuring executive functions. As predicted, it was found that flow in learning was associated with better phonetic verbal fluency. Correlation analysis on the item level of the Flow scale suggests that
PVF is in relation to only some items, i.e. specific flow components - effortless concentration and resulting enjoyment in the activity. The PVF task includes all core processes involved in word production (Indefrey & Levelt, 2000), but also measures executive functions, especially mental flexibility and is therefore considered to “give the greatest scope to subjects who can figure out a strategy for guiding a search for words, and are most difficult for subjects who cannot develop strategies on their own” (Lezak et al., 2012, p. 693). However, since the VF task involves both executive functions and verbal abilities, a so-called task impurity problem (Burgess, 1997), it may also be that the verbal aspect of the VF task, and not EF is associated with flow experiences and consequently, the GPA. This study was not designed to resolve whether the EF or verbal abilities are the key factor associated with flow experiences. The problem of impurity may be alleviating by the use of latent variable as measure of EF, extracted from multiple tasks selected to have different non-executive abilities but to tap the same underlying executive function (Bollen, 1989). This task impurity problem is especially emphasized when a task used tap multiple aspects of executive functioning. In future studies, it will be important to introduce controls for any non-executive demand, but also to use measures of specific executive functions.

Structural and functional imaging studies have shown that both the PVF task (Gauthier et al., 2009) and the flow state induced experimentally by mathematic calculation (Ulrich et al., 2014) activates left IFG. It seems that neural network activated in flow during mathematic calculation and in highly efficient VF performance partly corresponds. In the light of these neurobiological studies of VF, our results suggest that the EF involved in the (efficiently performed) verbal fluency task and the corresponding brain regions are relevant cognitive and neurobiological correlates of flow in learning. In other words, it may be that high VF performers are prone to experience flow because of their improved EF and especially mental flexibility associated with lower activation in ACC.

On the other hand, experiencing flow in learning was not associated with the EF involved in lexical Stroop test result. Stroop test is considered as a measure of inhibition (Alvarez & Emory, 2006) and there is consensus that inhibition is dissociable from other EFs (Miyake et al., 2000). The specific characteristic of flow is that it requires a type of effortless concentration in which a person is absorbed and enjoys the activity. The Stroop task seems to involve forced concentration on the task, continuously producing a mental conflict, and is not accompanied by enjoyment and positive emotions. This may be the reason why flow experiences were not found to correlate with performance in the Stroop task. Ullen and colleagues (2012) argued that flow may be a state of effortless attention that relies on mechanisms different from those involved in attention during mental effort. Our results are in line with this, revealing that inhibition and selective attention accompanied by attention conflict, as measured by the Stroop task, is not the mechanism underlying flow experiences.

As concerning the relationship between EF and academic achievement, this study found a positive relationship between the components of EF as measured by lexical Stroop test and GPA, but not between EF measured by the VF performance and GPA. Bootstrap regression analyses revealed that the participants’ Stroop task performance has
a positive and direct effect on GPA, thus suggesting that cognitive mechanisms underlying the Stroop task, e.g. inhibitory control, mental efficiency and selective attention in difficult conditions, i.e. in cognitively incongruent tasks, are relevant for academic achievement. This is in line with several earlier studies that also documented the relationship between inhibitory control measured by the Stroop test and school achievement (McClelland et al., 2007; St. Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). Inhibitory processes may aid performance by allowing students to hold the problem in the working memory, to shift focus between different aspects of the problem, and to suppress the tendency to respond to salient but irrelevant elements of the problem (Blair & Razza, 2007).

There are several possible reasons why verbal fluency did not correlate with GPA. VF is a component of creativity, and creativity is usually a less valid predictor of scholastic achievement (Gralewski & Karwowski, 2012). Students’ creativity is not always desirable for teachers, who often ignore or even punish them for creative behavior (Westby & Dawson, 1995). In addition, our sample consisted of exclusively female students. Some studies showed that creativity correlates with academic achievement in most of the subjects for male, but not for female, students (Gras, Bordoy, Ballesta, & Berna, 2010).

In line with previous research (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008), in this study flow experiences in learning were found to be positively associated with academic achievement. As predicted, the results also revealed that flow in learning mediates the link between advanced verbal fluency and academic achievement, thus suggesting that advanced cognitive and neuropsychological functions embodied in higher phonetic verbal fluency may lead to a higher tendency to experience flow in learning, which in turn may lead to higher GPA.

The relationship found between verbal fluency, flow and GPA is probably not due solely to intelligence (intelligent people have better verbal abilities, doing better in school and having more flow experiences), since previous research revealed no connection between flow and general cognitive ability (Ullen et al., 2012), and flow has been shown to contribute to GPA independently of basic abilities, such as verbal intelligence (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008). However, (verbal) intelligence was found to be associated with verbal fluency (Bolter, Long, & Wagner, 1983) such as that the VF task discriminates better among individuals with low verbal intelligence regardless of lesion location. In addition, efficient PVF performance reflects not only EF and verbal abilities, but also psychomotor speed (Cauthen, 1978), word knowledge, and/or verbal long-term memory (Ruff, Light, Parker, & Levin, 1997).

Regarding practical implications, the results suggest that students with low verbal fluency might benefit from cognitive training aimed at improving the underlying cognitive components of verbal fluency (e.g., cognitive flexibility, strategic retrieval, self-monitoring). This in turn can facilitate their flow in learning experiences, leading to higher GPA. Also, training in inhibitory control may have a beneficiary effect on academic achievement, independently of student’s performance in verbal fluency.

The study has several limitations. The current sample comprised only female participants, and prior literature has suggested gender differences in verbal fluency (Loonstra, Tarlow, & Sellers, 2001). Although this does not necessarily imply that the cor-
relation pattern would change across gender, it is questionable to generalize the current results to men. This study measures flow in relation to letter fluency tasks that have been found to be especially sensitive to frontostriatal deficits, while category fluency tasks tend to be sensitive to temporal lobe pathology (Henry & Crawford, 2004). Therefore, the results of our study cannot be generalized to other types of verbal fluency (e.g., category fluency).

It should also be noted that although we suggested the following directionality: advanced (EF involved in) VF \( \rightarrow \) higher flow \( \rightarrow \) higher GPA, alternative directionality, i.e. higher flow \( \rightarrow \) improved (EF involved in) VF \( \rightarrow \) higher GPA may be proposed. We tested this alternative mediational model\(^1\) and it was not statistically significant. However, our study is not of experimental nor longitudinal type and, therefore, our model should be confirmed in studies with designs aimed to test directionality.

Although frequency and intensity/quality are both important indices of flow, in this study we focused only on quality of flow because not all flow experiences are the same (Csikszentmihalyi, 1987; as cited in Moneta, 2012). Nevertheless, future studies should address the frequency of flow experiences as well.

Also, as discussed earlier, another important limitation is that it cannot be ruled out that it is the verbal aspect of the task and not executive functions, that is associated with flow experiences and consequently, with the GPA, since the study was not designed to separate verbal abilities and EF.

However, the current study is the first known study to demonstrate an association between phonetical verbal fluency and flow experience in learning, thus contributing to our knowledge of neuropsychological correlates and underlying cognitive mechanisms of flow.
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\(^1\)We also tested the alternative mediational model: more flow experiences \( \rightarrow \) improved (executive functions involved in) verbal fluency \( \rightarrow \) higher GPA (controlling for the Stroop test result). Indirect effect was not found, as evidenced by a 95% bias-corrected bootstrap CI that included zero (-.0020 to .0024).


**APPENDIX**

Flow Scale (Myers, 1978):

1. I get involved.
2. I get anxious.
3. I clearly know what I am supposed to do.
4. I get direct clues as to how well I am doing.
5. I feel I can handle the demands of the situation.
7. I get bored.
8. I have to make an effort to keep my mind on what is happening.
9. I would do it even if I didn’t have to.
10. I get distracted.
11. Time passes more slowly or more quickly.
12. I enjoy the experience and the use of my skills.